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Opening Address and Introduction.
The event was held in the Holiday Inn Garden Court Hotel conference facilities on Marine Parade, Durban
Beachfront in South Africa from 9th-10th December 2019, by invitation only. Its purpose was to conduct a
monitoring and review of South Africa’s blue/maritime economy in relation to Operation Phakisa the national
strategy to implement such among core involved stakeholders, especially in relation to the Maritime Transport
and manufacturing working operational groups. The event was facilitated by Odwa Mtati of the South African
International Maritime Institute. The Opening Address was held by Mr Andre Share of DEFF who welcomed

speakers and eulogized this event as marking another milestone in South Africa’s maritime economic history.
He spoke of the vital need to balance economic growth with social and environmental balance. He briefly
mentioned the link to R177 billion and 1000,000 jobs as a core aim by 2033. It was considered particularly
important for the ocean economy to bear in mind poverty, unemployment and inequality as the three major
curses blighting and afflicting South Africa. He proclaimed this session as a need to consider” What More
Can We Do to grow this sector?” He alluded to President Cyril Ramaphosa’s highlighting this sector in his
State of the Nation Address, the need to fast track service delivery and contribute to the Sustainable
Development Agenda 2063. President Ramaphosa also mentioned the need to cut red tape in processes,
capitalize on strategic commercial ports and shipping routes and progress via his trade envoys, BRICS and
other investment drives. Operation Phakisa needs readjustment to match current economic realities such as
BREXIT, the US/UK elections and the China-US trade tariff disputes. The main concern remained how to
generate sufficient market demand, despite these risks.

Economic Overview Presentation by Mr Stephen Hanival: Chief Economist of the Department of Trade
and Industry

Key Lessons from the Automotive Sector to learn for Operation Phakisa….
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Need for an Evidence Based Approach
Predictability of policy
Use of multiple levers
Smart use of incentives linked to target outcomes
Drop elements that do not work
Close stakeholder engagement
Progressive Scaling Up Of Progress

At the general South African Investment Summit in 2018, 31 projects were identified and pledged, worth
R238 billion. Of those 8 have reached completion, 17 are under construction/implementation and 6 have yet
to be implemented. In 2019, R362 billion was pledged plus a later R1.4 billion by Isuzu, 69% were domestic
and 31% were foreign including Toyota’s first hybrid vehicle for the African continent. Since 2018 15 Master
Plans are being drafted with a Steering committee such as for automotive, retail and Poultry sectors by the
Department of Trade and Industry. However, the health economy and creative industries in particular are
lagging.
Discussions, Questions and Answers
o Challenges exist in coordinating different stakeholders with divergent priorities.
o No funding or resources have been specifically ring-fenced for Operation Phakisa, presenting
opportunity costs and prioritization of resource challenges
o Insufficient integration of Operation Phakisa initiatives into other department programmes, projects
and requirements exist.
o The supposed challenge of “double dipping” when multiple incentives are applied for.
o “No costs are provided as to how financial support (i.e. for the car industry) costs the
taxpayer/government rather than the commercial costs to the manufacturer
o No equivalent incentives exist to support marine manufacturing, cabotage and other ocean
economy activities specifically.
o The need to fast track procurement issues whilst obeying the law.
Operation Phakisa: Oceans Economy Implementation Progress: 2014-2019 Mr Andre Share. Head of
Oceans Economy Secretariat, Department of Environment, Forestry and Fisheries.

37 aquaculture projects exist.

Marine Transport and Manufacturing Progress to Date: Mr Mthunzi Madiya Acting DDG of Maritime
Transport, Department of Transport
Proposed mitigation measures include more direct stakeholder interaction and engagement, R36 million to
ensure the operation of the IOPC fund. Concern was raised at the fact that only 19% of 333 initiatives had
been achieved and the need to revise initiatives realistically to reduce expectation losses.

Skills Development and Capacity Building: Ms Nwabisa Matoti South Africa International Maritime
Institute.
SAIMI coordinate 7 working groups.

Perspectives on Oceans Economy Implementation Over the Past 5 Years: Contribution to Targets,
What Worked and What Can Be Improved Moving Forward?

South African Association of Ship Repairers and Shipbuilders/ CEO of South African Shipyards Mr
Prasheen Maharaj.
He identified that one of the major flaws with Operation Phakisa is that it is entirely government driven rather
than spearheading efforts with the private sector. Government report to the private sector but the private
sector do not reciprocate except when seeking a specific license, legal concession, tax incentive or tender
requirements in a proposal. He considers the private sector also need to invest, cooperate and engage in a
social compact and pledge investment. He personally pledged R500 million but qualifies it on government
must create a sufficiently conducive and enabling environment. He spoke of deep concern at the implications
of deep grafted corruption and state capture along with severe procurement delays which for example took
2 years to award the tender concession to provide 7 tugs to Transnet, worth over R6 billion over 5 years.
There are also plans for 2 emergency Department of Transport barges and a grab hopper dredger. SAS are
investing in R80 million of automation technology. The demises of DSB Marine was however regretted as
was the unrealistic expectations that are being indirectly fostered by government that many aspiring entrants
are set to failure in believing they can enter this limited commercial sector with high market entry barriers and
sunk capital costs. Access to ship repair facilities operated by Transnet continues to present problems. He
mentioned of only being able to operate at most 2-3 years because of political election cycles -preparing and
adjusting for the ruling party. Tenders create problems for bureaucratic ineptitude. For example, his
application for the renewal of the Robben Island ferry was lost 7 times. This ferry could have been constructed
locally but it was given to foreign concessions as it felt South Africa is advanced enough. Opportunities also
exist for LNG.
South African Boat Builders Council SABBEX: Ms Vanessa Davidson.
She spoke of the sector linking to vessels below 20 metres or made of composite materials as distinctive
from ships on hulls and plates. It mostly focuses on recreational purposes in South Africa. In 2010, small
boats contributed R1.6 billion to the local economy. It has increased to R2.2 billion in 2019 with an average
growth rate of 4% each year. 95% of products were exported. The most significant companies need to be
preserved or Robinson and Cane with a turnover of R1.4 billion and employing 1700 people. Specific
opportunities that have helped this sector are highlighted in the Images below but also include replacement
of Hurricane Irma vessels which destroyed the British Virgin Islands Charter fleet and South African boats
winning Boat of the Year. The sector also benefitted from 2-3 international boat shows per year. Younger
purchasers are also seeking new cruising grounds and experiences such as down to Antarctica. South Africa
has just constructed a 120 foot Catamaran. Potential also exists in providing yacht supplies. For example,
the 95 metre high Akijo schooner with a greater length and height than the Cape Grace hotel placed an order
of R250,000 worth of wine for a scheduled 9 day voyage when it entered Cape Town. When repairs were
needed it had to hire an entire generator as existing available shoreside power was insufficient. Cape Town
also has a new Cruise Terminal with passengers increasing from 40,000 to 270,000 between 2015-2019 and
a 69% projected increase by 2021, a Superyacht Culinary Training Academy; specialist crew training to the
superyacht elite and many options for South Africans to join as yachting crew.
Challenges include the following:
•
•
•

A professional skills shortage
Low domestic demand
Entrenched mindsets

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Need for upskilling and to remain globally competitive
Issues and expenses of escalation clauses b TNPA -2 companies lost severe business
Issues of drydock and synchrolift perpetual maintenance issues -perception from the sector is that it
would be best privatised.
Lack of TNPA provision for long term security for yacht clubs, businesses and anchorages.
Uncertainty and slow implementation of the fishing fleet recapitalisation
Marketing challenges given reputational risks.
There is a need for empirical data and evidence based approaches and cross-sectoral support.

Organised Labour SATAWU (South African Transport and Allied Workers Union): Mr Jack Mazibuko
The speaker who substituted for this person -Thulani Dlamini serves as national Maritime Sector Coordinator,
acting KZN provincial secretary and a maritime labour rights inspector/trade union advocate. He spoke with
great concern of the exclusion and ignorance of trade unions from Operation Phakisa with high ignorance

over awareness, opportunities and relevance for many initiatives. He was concerned on behalf of the only
apparent union proclaiming itself to represent all transport sectors that most receive their information as
limited and only media focused. A partnership and social compact should be inclusive of all parties. As they
represent South Africa to the International Maritime and Labour Organisations as well as their constituents
also feel excluded. He feels concern about social-racial transformation of the sector and that Operation
Phakisa ignores the formation of the Maritime Black Based Economic Empowerment Charter. He also
expressed concern that it was driven by the South African International Maritime Institute but there was no
participation and limited mention of the accredited Transport Education Training Authority, who is financed
by the Skills Development Levies as a mandate to specifically provide upskilling and support in this area. He
spoke of concern of lack of guidance given to youth who have cargoes or otherwise do not know how to get
involved. He indicated that for example Greece wished to donate vessels but local procurement, red tape
and decision making paralysis among officials squandered this enriching opportunity.
Breakaway Sessions: Towards The Next 5 Years and Future of South Africa’s Ocean Economy
Subsequent sessions were held with 2 working groups (1 for marine manufacturing, the second for marine
transport/ports) on the following:
1. Gap analysis on the 3 Foot Plans, proposed solutions and reflections on achievable long-term
milestones with specific interventions, commitments and clear timelines.
2. What are the achievable targets within the next 5 years, given current global and domestic economic
conditions, with specific interventions, commitments and clear timelines?
3. Proposed achievable targets
4. Towards a Social Compact/Master Plan
5. Report Back
6. Way Forward.
Questions subsequently considered for discussion included: “Are there gaps in the existing plan?” “Has
SWOT Analysis changed for the MTM subsector since the 3 Feet Plans were developed? Is there anything
missing in the MTM plans for the purposes of the Ocean Economy Master Plans development? What
succeeded and What Didn’t succeed in the implementation of the planned initiatives and what is proposed to
ensure better success over the next 5 years?
What targets must MTM commit to for 2019-2024 as part of the social compacts to be adopted by
governments, business and organized about and what are realistic timeframes to do so?
Which innovations should be considered to ensure more collaboration and better partnering in the
implementation of the plans?
Conclusions, Recommendations and Findings: A More Personal Perspective
In conclusion and response this paper notes a significant number of issues with the implementation of
Operation Phakisa that has averted significant progress as outlined below
❖ The initial session in 2014 had 300-400 participants, only 43 attended this one.
❖ Limited empirical evidence exists for the implementation of core initiatives

❖ It focuses only on certain sectors including marine transport and manufacturing, offshore oil and gas;
aquaculture; marine protection services and ocean governance. It completely ignores implications
such as offshore renewable energy, blue biotechnology, desalination, drones, maritime technology
and research/innovation; seabed mining and other emergent blue economy sectors.
❖ The social-environmental-climate change controversy etc over offshore oil and gas and
international/local investors pledging not to support it
❖ The failure to consider stakeholder requirements and market demand; address their concerns etc.
❖ Ignoring of the need to upskill, capitalize and preserve existing knowledge and experience -make
them feel valued and utilized.
❖ A failure to address or consider emerging trends and risks from climate change; to technological
disruption and the 4th Industrial Revolution, future of work etc; to population growth; high skills
migration, shrinking tax base, ESKOM paralysis.
❖ A preoccupation with “race” over merit has led them to ignore or underutilize certain professionals in
many aspects of Operation Phakisa. Youth of a certain age/demographic are implicitly denied
opportunities to enter national, provincial or local government, state owned enterprises and academic
colleges/universities/other institutions for the past 15 years. Even older people are only employed on
a contractual or temporary basis.
❖ Failure to thus utilize certain core skills such as 1 of the only 3-4 professional South African maritime
economists with a PHD despite 7 years’ experience and capacity in various areas and their
suggestion of many initiatives and improvements over 7 years.
❖ It has failed to resolve the brain drain of skilled labour, maritime professionals and others abroad.
❖ A failure to involve maritime professionals such as economists, engineers, seafarers, lawyers,
academics in implementing any of Operation Phakisa’s initiatives, with ignorance or contempt
towards their potential initiatives.
❖ A failure to coordinate and link/show awareness of other initiatives whether private investment plans,
eThekwini Municipality’s Blue Oceans Economic Framework Strategy, Transnet’s Port Vision etc.
❖ Only token service was paid towards mentioning and managing issues in relation to environmental,
economic, social and political sustainability including the circular economy.
❖ The sector has completely ignored the need for empowering entrepreneurs, small and medium
enterprises, the need to preserve and support existing companies and to facilitate trade and exports
for those involved.
❖ It has ignored the reality of many shipping companies reducing services to SA ports, frustrated with
strikes, congestion, bureaucracy, poor maintenance, lack of ship repair facilities, trucks being burnt
etc.
❖ Too many legislative and administrative barriers are needed for the simplest processes.
❖ It briefly touched on procurement but misdiagnosed the problems as structural -too many processes
and not enough accountability/responsibilities for decisions is entrenched in current legislation such
as the Public Finance Management Act and the Municipal Public Finance Management Act.
❖ There appear to be no actions for consequences legally for corruption, with very few prosecutions
ever actually resulting in a major conviction at a senior level.
❖ It conveniently ignored economic reality that South Africa is perhaps the only or one of the very few
global economies to slow or shut down in most sectors from mid-November to mid-January, costing
our economy further billions.
❖ South Africa is also perhaps the only country outside a war zone or state of emergency to persistently
on a continuous basis, strike but also burn down core transport such as trucks and trains, services
and infrastructure and even attach emergency services etc; creating significant opportunity costs in

resources wasted and not invested. However, it also offers perverse incentives and extreme moral
hazard
❖ The need for a social compact and plan to actually be marketed and implemented with greater
awareness of Operation Phakisa specifically to other stakeholders.
SAIMI also noted “that whilst the supply of skills was adequate in number, there was a mismatch between
the types of skills being produced and those required for industry. The risk is so high that the sectors are
currently ‘training for employment” with the associated social and economic consequences.”

